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Motivation

• The impact of COVID on potential growth is a key question for 

economists and policymakers

• Can we use new data to assess some channels fairly quickly?

• Can we understand the roles of policy in amplifying or offsetting 

these factors?



How will COVID-19 affect potential 

output?
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Many channels operate over long horizons, are not directly observable or face data constraints

Reallocation channel is an exception: 

• Feasibility: can leverage a rich literature if real time employment data can be merged with 
(pre-crisis) firm productivity

• Relevance: COVID-19 has been characterised as a reallocation shock (Barrero et al 2020) 
but the debate has so far lacked a link with productivity

• Policy: potential output losses from recessions lower in environments where policy more 
readily accommodates reallocation in the aftermath of a shock.

Quantity Quality
Within-firm 

productivity

Resource 

reallocation

Death (0) Less schooling (-) Obsolescence (-) ICT investment (+) Experimentation (+) Cleansing (+)

Immigration (-) Scarring (-) Uncertainty (-)

Global knowledge 

spillovers (-)

POTENTIAL LABOUR POTENTIAL CAPITAL POTENTIAL TFP

Exit of productive 

but fragile firms (-)

Between-sector 

shifts (+)

Firm specific 

capital (-)

Diverted 

managerial time (-



Reallocation and productivity

• Market economies tend to have a high rate of job creation and 

destruction – churn and reallocation

– OECD average >20%

• Strong reallocation-productivity link

– Resources tend to flow to more productive firms within industries, raising 

aggregate productivity

– Facilitated by widespread heterogeneity in productivity even in narrow 

industries

– Important as job destruction entails a cost



Recessions, reallocation and productivity

• Conventional view is link strengthened in recessions (cleansing effect 

- Caballero & Hammour 1994)

• But not a certainty, and this link may be disrupted

– Credit frictions could lead productive but financial fragile firms to exit

• Explored in the context of GFC



Recessions, reallocation and productivity

• Hypothesis 1: COVID severely disrupted this usual reallocation 

process:

– Exogenous health shock affected productive and less productive alike

– Job retention schemes slowed reallocation and severed link to productivity

• Hypothesis 2: link remained intact

– Most productive and well managed best able to adapt and innovate

• Very little hard evidence to date with representative administrative 

data



Data



Data

• Linked high-frequency employment data to business tax data:

– Single touch payroll: Constructed firm-level monthly employment 

metrics and growth rates

• Headcount – no hours

– Business income tax data: Construct pre-COVID 2018/19 labour 

productivity levels

• Also looked at TFP for a sub-sample of firms
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Baseline regression model 

• E is either: i) cumulative change in employment, or ii) firm exit 

probability (in firm i, industry s and region r).

• LP is pre-crisis firm-level log labour productivity

• X includes pre-crisis firm size and firm age dummies 

• ρ are fixed effects: industry & region or industry*region

Expectations? 

• β=0 → reallocation-productivity link distorted by pandemic 

• β>0 (employment) or β<0 (exit) → within-industry labour reallocation is 

productivity-enhancing
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𝐸𝑖𝑠𝑟=𝛼 + 𝛽𝐿𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑟 + 𝑋𝑖𝑠𝑟 + 𝜌𝑠𝑟 + 휀𝑖𝑠𝑟  



Link between productivity and reallocation remained in tact
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• More productive firms remained 

more likely to grow and less likely 

to exits.
• 10.5 ppt gap in growth, and 5 

percentage point gap in exit 

probability

• Strength of relationship higher for:

• Smaller firms

• Periods/areas subject to more 

lockdowns (e.g. Victoria)



The role of JobKeeper

• Australia’s job retention policy. Implemented to protect job matches, 

support income and create certainty.

– By prioritising preservation, could have weakened productivity-reallocation 

link

– Or, could protect productive jobs



The role of JobKeeper

• We extend the baseline model:

∆𝐸𝑖𝑠𝑟 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐿𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑟 + 𝛽2𝐿𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑟 ∗ 𝐽𝐾𝐸𝑠ℎ𝑠𝑟 + 𝛿1𝐿𝑃𝑖𝑠𝑟 ∗ 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑟 + 𝑋𝑖𝑠𝑟 + 𝜌𝑠𝑟 + 휀𝑖𝑠𝑟

• 𝐽𝐾𝐸𝑠ℎ𝑠𝑟 share of  workers on JobKeeper in the industry*state

• 𝛽2>0  (<0) there was a stronger (weaker) link between growth and 

productivity in industries that used JobKeeper more intensively 

• 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑟 LFS employment growth in the industry*state

• Allows us to capture counter-cyclicality of reallocation and JK use



• Countercyclical relationship –

cleansing hypothesis

• Reallocation stronger where 

JK was used more 

intensively

– Seemed to change over 

time



• When first phase ended, 

burst of reallocation where 

workers flowed of JK
– We saw something similar at the 

end of the program

• Suggests JK was becoming more 

distortive over time



• More productive firms were 

more likely to take up first 

phase of JK 
• Especially vulnerable low 

liquidity firms

• Greater incentive to withstand losses 

and keep the firm, if good long-term 

prospects

• Not evident for JobKeeper 2.0

• Given recovery, firms left were:
• In still affected sectors

• Those on downward trajectory

• Those that were less able to 

adapt

• Likely less productive

More productive firms took up JobKeeper



Summary

• Reallocation-productivity link remained intact over the course of 

the pandemic

• The scarring effects from an indiscriminate shakeout of productive firms 

avoided. Sizeable macro implications

• JobKeeper played an important role in facilitating this and 

protecting highly productive firms

• But it became more distortive over time

• JRS can be a crucial, are likely to become distortive over time

• Needs to be considered, alongside their other policy aims and 

disincentives from changes to policy
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Spares
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Aggregate implications

• How important was it that links between employment and productivity were 

maintained?

• Simulate counterfactual productivity based on prior productivity, and predicted 

employment:

• Distorted reallocation: No relationship between productivity and growth 

• Fall in productivity if there was an indiscriminate shake-out due to restrictions

• No JobKeeper: JobKeeper provided no ‘boost’ to relationship

• Fall in productivity if no JobKeeper to prevent indiscriminate shakeout

• Does not capture other benefits to JobKeeper

• JobKeeper not phased out: JobKeeper coverage did not decline (August to November)

• Fall in productivity if labour wasn’t freed up with the phasing down of productivity.

• Estimates should be taken as indicative, not precise



Spares
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Productivity-enhancing reallocation across 

markets according to JobKeeper coverage
Difference in employment growth between high and low productivity firms

Gap between high and low productivity firms larger 

where JK use was more intense – strong link 

reallocation and productivity

Gap was larger where more labour was 

freed up - it was now able to flow to more 

productive firms. 


